[Quantitative analysis of corneal subbasal nerve plexus with in vivo confocal laser scanning microscopy].
An analysis of the corneal subbasal nerve plexus (SNP) allows an evaluation of the peripheral neuropathy in cases of degenerative diseases. In order to study the SNP structures quantitatively the automatically calculated morphological and topological parameters are required. In vivo confocal laser scanning microscopy (Heidelberg Retina Tomograph II/Rostock Cornea Module) was performed in healthy volunteers as well as patients with severe diabetic neuropathy. An adapted image processing algorithm was used to preprocess, segment and evaluate quantitatively the nerve fibers of the SNP. Data sets were analysed statistically. The developed algorithm allows an automated detection of SNP structures. Furthermore, it allows the collection of data based on morphological and topological parameters. The main parameters that show significant differences between healthy cornea and cases of diabetic neuropathy are nerve fibre density and length, number of branching, tortuosity and number of terminal and crossing points. All parameters of the measurements can be used isolated, combined or weighted for quantification of the SNP networks. The presented fully automated preprocessing eliminates a large number of motion-induced artefacts. The quality of the resulting pictures allows an automated quantification using characteristic measurements. This represents an in vivo, non-invasive technology analysing degenerative changes of SNP especially in the course of diabetes mellitus.